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Abstract—A dual layered downlink transmission scheme is
proposed for intrinsically amalgamating multiple-input-multipleoutput spatial multiplexing (SMX) with spatial modulation (SM).
The proposed scheme employs a classic SMX transmission which
is known to offer a superior bandwidth efficiency compared to
SM. We exploit receive antenna based SM (RSM) on top of
this transmission as an enhancement of the bandwidth efficiency.
The RSM here is applied to the combined spatial and power-level
domain, not by activating and de-activating the receive antennas,
but rather by choosing between two power levels {P1 , P2 } for
the received symbols in these antennas. In other words the
combination of symbols received at a power level P1 carries
information in the spatial domain in the same manner as the
combination of non-zero elements in the receive symbol vector
carries information in the RSM transmission. This allows for the
coexistence of RSM with SMX and the results show an increased
bandwidth efficiency for the proposed scheme compared to both
SMX and SM. To characterize the proposed scheme, we carry
out a mathematical analysis of its performance and we use this to
optimize the ratio between P1 and P2 for attaining the minimum
error rates. Our analytical and simulation results demonstrate
significant bandwidth efficiency gains for the proposed scheme
compared to conventional SMX and SM.
Index Terms—Spatial modulation, spatial multiplexing,
multiple-input-multiple-output systems, transmit precoding

I. I NTRODUCTION
Multi-antenna aided transceivers have been shown to improve the capacity of the wireless channel by means of spatial
multiplexing [1]. For the multiuser downlink (DL), transmit
precoding schemes (TPC) have been shown to improve both
the attainable power efficiency and the cost of mobile terminals
by shifting the signal processing complexity to the base
stations. Numerous TPC solutions exist, ranging from highly
complex capacity achieving non-linear dirty paper coding
(DPC) techniques [2] and their low-complexity suboptimal
counterparts in the form of Tomlinson-Harashima precoding
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[3]-[6] to linear TPC schemes based on channel inversion [7][12] which offer the lowest complexity, albeit at an inferior
performance. The performance - complexity tradeoffs between
the above TPC have been thoroughly studied in the literature.
More recently, it has been shown that the family of linear
techniques exhibits a close-to-optimal performance in the
large scale MIMO region [13]-[15]. Accordingly, we focus on
the class of low-complexity closed-form linear TPC [7]-[12]
due to their favorable performance - complexity tradeoff and
practical relevance.
More recently, Spatial Modulation (SM) has been conceived
for implicitly encoding information in the index of the specific antenna activated for the transmission of the modulated
symbols, offering a low-complexity design alternative [16]. Its
central benefits include the absence of inter-antenna interference (IAI) and the fact that it only requires a subset (down
to one) of Radio Frequency (RF) chains compared to spatial
multiplexing. Accordingly, the inter-antenna synchronization
is also relaxed. Early work has focused on the design of
receiver algorithms for minimizing the bit error ratio (BER)
of SM at a low complexity [16]-[21]. The work spans from
matched filtering as a low-complexity technique for detecting
the antenna index used for SM [16] to maximum likelihood
(ML) [20] with a significantly reduced complexity compared
to classic spatial multiplexing ML detectors, including compressive sensing approaches [18] and performance analyses
[19]. Reduced-space sphere detection has also been proposed
for SM in [21] for further complexity reduction where also a
generalised SM transmission was explored [22]. In addition to
receive processing, recent work has also proposed constellation
shaping for SM [23]-[33]. Specifically, the work on this topic
has focused on three main directions: shaping and optimization
of the spatial constellation, i.e. the legitimate sets of activated transmit antennas (TAs) [23], modulation constellation
shaping [24]-[28] for the SM and Space Shift Keying (SSK)
transmission, where the constellation of the modulated bits is
optimized, as well as joint spatial and modulation constellation
shaping, in the form of optimizing the received constellation
[29]-[33].
Closely related work has focused on applying the concept of
SM to the receive antennas (RAs) of the communication link,
as opposed to the TAs as per the above approaches, forming
the RA-based spatial modulation (RSM) concept [36]-[39].
By means of TPC, this technique targets a specific subset
of RAs which receive information symbols, while the rest
of the RAs receive only noise. This may be achieved by
using zero forcing (ZF)-TPC and transmitting a combination
of information symbols and zeros to the RAs depending on
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the spatial symbols to convey. As opposed to conventional SM
where a subset of RF chains is deployed, here all TAs and RAs
are active and therefore there are no RF chain reductions. Still,
the computational complexity of the receivers is drastically
reduced, where simply the indices of the targeted RAs have
to be detected and the classic symbols received at the activated
RAs are then demodulated.
Inspired by the above RSM philosophy, here we propose
a dual-layered transmission scheme, which intrinsically amalgamates a full spatial multiplexing (SMX) with SM. Firstly,
we note that since for RSM all TAs and RAs are active, there
are no RF chain reductions and this motivates the full SMX
approach. To accommodate the SMX, we apply a SM to the
combined spatial and receive-power domain, where instead
of sending a combination of information symbols and zero
power to the RAs, we apply two different power levels for
distinguishing between the ’active’ and ’inactive’ RAs. In
this manner, the spatial symbols are formed based on the
power levels detected. We demonstrate that this improves the
bandwidth efficiency with respect to SMX and SM. Against
this state-of-the-art, we list the main contributions of this
paper:
• We propose a new dual-layered transmission scheme
based on linear TPC that improves the bandwidth efficiency, by jointly exploiting the benefits of SMX and
RSM;
• We provide the performance analysis of the proposed
technique based on the pairwise error probability (PEP)
between different constellation points in the super-symbol
constellation formed by the combination of the spatial
constellation of RSM and the classic modulation constellation of SMX;
• We use the above results for analytically deriving the
optimum power ratio between the two sets of antennas
that carry the spatial symbol for the proposed scheme,
for minimizing the probability of detection errors;
• We calculate and compare analytically the complexity of
the conventional and proposed techniques, and quantify
the performance-complexity tradeoff of conventional and
proposed schemes, by introducing a power efficiency
metric that combines the bandwidth efficiency, transmit
power and complexity, to prove the enhanced tradeoff for
the proposed scheme.
Remark 1: It should be noted that, while this work focuses on a single-link scenario, the proposed technique can
be readily extended to a multiuser DL scenario, where the
dual-layered transmission and the related RA-based spatial
modulation take place on a per-user basis, as facilitated by
the ZF-TPC employed at the base station (BS).
Remark 2: The proposed scheme does not consist of a power
allocation scheme in the sense of allocating power according
to the Quality of Service (QoS) requirements of the user. This
power allocation may be applied in addition to the proposed
scheme in the multi-user scenario, where different users with
different QoS requirements employ different sets of powers
{P1 , P2 } accordingly.
Remark 3: To facilitate the proposed power-level modulation, this work focuses on phase shift keying (PSK) in

terms of the classical symbol modulation. It’s adaptation to
quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) is not trivial, since
the variability of the power levels for the classically modulated
symbols would hinder the detection of the power levels of
the spatially modulated symbols. Nevertheless, even for PSK
modulation, our results illustrate a wide range of achievable
bandwidth efficiencies (BE) for the proposed scheme and an
improved performance compared to classical SMX associated
with both PSK and QAM for the same BE.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents the MIMO system model and introduces the RSM
transmission philosophy. Section III details the proposed DLT
scheme, while in Section IV we present our analytical study
of the performance attained and the analytical optimization of
the power ratio for the proposed scheme. Section V detail the
complexity calculation and the study of the attainable power
efficiency. Finally, Section VI presents our numerical results,
while our conclusions are offered in section VII.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL AND R ECEIVE A NTENNA BASED
S PATIAL M ODULATION
A. System Model
Consider a MIMO system, where the transmitter and receiver are equipped with Nt and Nr antennas, respectively.
For simplicity, unless stated otherwise, in this paper we assume
that the transmit power budget is limited as P = 1. For the
case of the closed-form TPCs of [7]-[12], it is required that
Nt ≥ Nr . The above channel is modeled by the equation
y = Ht + w,

(1)

where y is the vector of received symbols in all receive
antennas and H is the MIMO channel vector with elements
hm,n representing the complex channel coefficient between
the n-th TA and the m-th RA. Furthermore, t is the vector of
precoded transmit symbols that will be discussed in the following and w ∼ CN (0, σ 2 I) is the additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) component at the receiver, with CN (µ, σ 2 ) denoting
the circularly symmetric complex Gaussian distribution with
a mean of µ and a variance of σ 2 .
B. Receive Antenna Based Spatial Modulation
The block diagram of RSM as proposed in [36] is shown
in Fig. 1(a). RSM targets a subset of the RAs by sending
information symbols to these RAs and zero power to the rest
of the RAs. While for RSM all RAs have to be on to detect
the arrival of information symbols, for coherence with the
SM literature we shall refer to the antennas as ’active’ and
’inactive’ depending on whether they do or do not receive
information symbols, respectively. The specific combination
of RAs that do receive symbols implicitly conveys the symbol
transmitted in the spatial domain. The above RA subset
transmission is achieved by forming a super-symbol vector in
the form skm = ek bm = [0, . . . , bm1 , . . . , 0, . . . , bm2 , . . . , 0]T
with Na non-zero elements, where ek is a diagonal matrix of
size Nr with elements taken from the set {1, 0} on its diagonal,
that represents the RAs that are activated. The notation [.]T
denotes the transpose operator. Here, bmi , mi ∈ {1, . . . , M }
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Block diagram of (a) RSM and (b) DLT transmission.

is a symbol taken form an M -order modulation alphabet that
represents the transmitted waveform in the baseband domain
conveying log2 (M ) bits and k represents the index of the
k
Na activated RAs (the
 index of the non-zero elements in sm )
Nr
conveying log2 Na bits in the spatial domain. Accordingly,
the total number of bits conveyed per super-symbol for RSM
is
 
Nr
β = Na log2 (M ) + log2
.
(2)
Na
The transmitter then sends

where ||x|| denotes the norm of vector x and ẏi is the i-th
constellation point in the received SM constellation. A lowcomplexity decoupled approach is also proposed in [36] where
first the active antenna indices are detected in the form of
k̂ = arg max
j∈J

Na
X

|yj,i |2 ,

where J denotes the set of symbols in the spatial domain, and
then the classic modulated symbols are detected by
b̂mi = arg min |yk̂,i /f − bni |2 ,
ni ∈Q

t = f Tskm ,

(3)

where T = HH (HHH )−1 is the zero forcing TPC [7]
that preserves
the form of skm at the receiver. The factor
q
1
f =
, where tr(.) denotes the trace operator,
tr(TTH )
normalizes the average transmit power to P = 1. The received
symbol vector can be written as
y = f HTskm + w = f skm + w,

(4)

where clearly all IAI is removed. At the receiver, a joint
maximum likelihood (ML) detection of both the RA index
and the transmit symbol is obtained by the minimization
[ŝm , k̂]

=

arg min ||y − ẏi ||

=

arg min ||y − f HTskmii ||,

i

mi ,ki

(5)

(6)

i=1

(7)

where Q denotes the modulation constellation and bni are the
symbols in the modulated symbol alphabet. For reasons of
computational complexity, we shall focus on the latter detector
in this work.
III. P ROPOSED D UAL -L AYERED T RANSMISSION (DLT)
From the above system description, it can be seen that for
the particular case of RSM, while the detection complexity
is clearly reduced with respect to SMX, there are no savings
in RF complexity, since all Nr RAs have to be activated and
receiving for the detection in (6)-(7). Still, by forming a subset
of beams towards the receiver, as shown in Fig. 1(a), the
bandwidth efficiency, i.e. the number of bits per channel use, is
generally lower for RSM than for SMX. Motivated by this, we
propose a dual layered approach combining SMX with RSM,
where the bandwidth efficiency of conventional SMX MIMO
transmission is strictly enhanced by encoding spatial bits in
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the RSM fashion in the received power domain, by selecting
two distinct, non-zero power levels for the transmitted supersymbols instead of the ’on-off’ RSM transmission in the {1, 0}
manner. This allows for non-zero elements throughout the
super-symbol vector skm , hence supporting a full SMX transmission in the modulated signal domain. The block diagram
of the proposed DLT is shown in Fig. 1(b).
1) Transmitter: Here, we employ a full data vector in the
form of bm = [bm1 , bm2 . . . , bmNr ]T , with all elements being
non-zero, and the encoding of the spatial bits is achieved by
allocating different powers to the received symbols according
to the spatial symbol k, by applying the power allocation
matrix Pk
skm = Pk bm = [sm1 , sm2 . . . , smNr ]T ,
with

 √


Pk = 


p1
0
..
.

0
√
p2
..
.

...
...
..
.

0

0

...

√

0
0
..
.

(8)




,


(9)

pNr

where pi , i ∈ [1, Nr ] are taken from the set {P1 , P2 } according
to the spatial symbol k. Note that classic QoS based power
allocation can be applied in addition to this process by
employing an additional power allocation matrix on top of
(9). The receiver can then remove this additional matrix by
simple inversion, in order to detect the spatial symbol. For
notational simplicity and to keep the focus of the discussion on
the proposed concept, we neglect QoS-based power allocation.
2) Receiver: At the receiver side the explicit knowledge
of the power levels {P1 , P2 } is not required, as long as the
detector can distinguish between the two power levels. The
received signal of (4) can be decomposed as
p
yp = f P1 bmp + wp , p ∈ A,
(10)
p
yq = f P2 bmq + wq , q ∈ I,
(11)
where A and I denote the sets of ’active’ and inactive’
antennas respectively. Hence, the receive processing is similar
to the conceived one for RSM, with the difference that the
classic modulated symbols of all RAs have to be detected, as
opposed to those of Na antennas only for RSM. Accordingly,
the receiver first detects the set of antennas with the highest received powers and then detects the classic modulated symbols
at all RAs according to
k̂ = arg max
j∈J

Na
X

|yj,i |2 ,

(12)

i=1

where J denotes the set of symbols in the spatial domain, and
b̂m = arg min |y/f − bn |2 ,
n∈Q

(13)

where Q denotes the classic modulation constellation and bn
are the symbols in the modulated symbol alphabet.

Bandwidth Efficiency (BE)
SMX
RSM
DLT

β = Nr log2 (M )

Nr
β = Na log2 (M ) + log2 N
a

Nr
β = Nr log2 (M ) + log2 N
a

TABLE I: Bandwidth Efficiency in bits per channel use for
SMX, RSM and DLT.

A. Bandwidth Efficiency (BE)
Clearly, the encoding process in (8), (9) encodes
Nr log2 (M ) bits in the modulated symbol domain and an
Nr
additional log2 N
bits in the spatial domain. This results
a
in a total of
 
Nr
β = Nr log2 (M ) + log2
(14)
Na
bits per transmitted super-symbol for DLT, which is strictly
greater than that for SMX and RSM. Here, the notation Na
denotes the number of antennas receiving symbols at the power
level P1 . We should emphasize that, even though all RAs are
active for both RSM and the proposed DLT, for coherence
with the SM literature, we shall adhere to the terms ’active’
and ’inactive’ to indicate the antennas receiving {1, 0} and
{P1 , P2 } for RSM and DLT respectively. A comparison of the
bandwidth efficiencies of SMX, RSM and DLT is shown in
Table I, where it can be seen that the proposed DLT approach
has an improved BE compared to the conventional approaches.
This is quantified in Fig. 2, where the bandwidth efficiency
is expressed in terms of bits per channel use is shown with
increasing numbers of ’active’ antennas Na for MIMO links
with Nr = 4, Nr = 6 and Nr = 8, where the clear benefits of
the proposed approach can be seen. It can be observed that the
additional BE of DLT compared to SMX can be maximized
by appropriately selecting the number of activated antennas
according to
 
Nr
Ña = arg max log2
= Nr /2,
(15)
Na
Na
which is demonstrated in the figure.
B. Symbol Power Levels
As regards to the resulting bit error ratio (BER) performance, the set of spatial powers {P1 , P2 } must be carefully
selected so that they satisfy a combination of two constraints:
1) there is sufficient separation between the two power levels P1 , P2 for correct detection of the ’active’ antennas,
and hence the spatial symbol k, in the presence of noise;
2) the symbols received with P2 < P1 , that dominate the
BER of the modulated symbol detection, must experience a sufficiently high signal to noise ratio (SNR) that
is adequate for reliable demodulation.
Let us therefore define the power ratio
α=

P2
P1
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Fig. 2. Bandwidth Efficiency vs Na for SMX, RSM and DLT using the
expressions of Table I.

Fig. 3. PDF of transmit power per antenna for a (8 × 4) MIMO with SMX
and DLT, QPSK with Rayleigh fading.

as the ratio between the two power levels transmitted, which
is optimized in the following results. Since Na symbols are
transmitted with power P1 and the remaining Nr −Na symbols
have a power of P2 , given a total power budget of P = 1, we
have

IV. DLT P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS AND O PTIMUM
P OWER R ATIO α

1
P1 =
,
(Nr − Na )α + Na

(17)

α
.
(Nr − Na )α + Na

(18)

and
P2 =

Clearly, since the power levels P1 , P2 influence the reliability of detection for the modulated symbols and since the ratio
α determines the detection reliability of the spatial symbols, α
can be optimized for best BER performance. In the following,
we derive a closed-form expression for the optimum α value
for an M -order PSK modulation, where it can be seen that
this optimum value is independent of both Nr and of Na .
Remark: Regarding the effect of the above on the transmit
power distribution, we note that the power imbalance discussed
refers to the information symbols skm and does not translate
to a power imbalance for the transmit symbols t. Indeed,
the ZF-precoded transmit symbols have the same average
transmit power, constrained by the scaling factor f as shown
above, which is valid for both the proposed DLT and for
the conventional SMX and these transmit symbols exhibit the
same power distribution for both techniques. In other words,
the proposed scheme does not impact the design of the power
amplifiers used at the transmitter.
To verify the above, Fig. 3 illustrates the probability density
function (PDF) of the normalized transmit power per antenna
for both SMX and DLT in a (8 × 4) element MIMO system. It
can be seen that, as expected, both techniques show the same
distribution of transmit powers.

A. Probability of Error
In this section we carry out a performance analysis for
the proposed DLT scheme by deriving the PEP between the
pair of symbols skm and sln in the super-imposed spatial and
classic modulation constellations, following the analysis in
[36]. Accordingly, we define the PEP as P(skm → sln ) and
use the union-bound for the average bit error probability Pe ,
which is expressed as

Pe ≤


X

1
E
β 

X

d(skm , sln )P(skm → sln )

l
k
sk
m ∈B sn ∈B6=sm




, (19)



where d(skm , sln ) is the Hamming distance between the bit
representations of symbols skm , sln and B = J ∪ Q is the
super-symbol constellation defined as the union of the spatial
domain constellation and the classic modulation constellation.
We have used the operator ∪ to define the union of sets. For
the PEP we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1: The PEP P(skm → sln ) for DLT can be expressed as
!
Nr
X
f
√
∗
→
= Q √ (1 −
pki pli R{bmi bni }) ,
N0
i=1
(20)
where Q(.) denotes the Gaussian q-function [42], R{.} denotes the real part of a number, (.)∗ denotes the complex
conjugate operation and N0 = 2σ 2 is the noise power spectral
density.
Proof: Let us first define r = y/f and v = w/f for use
in the following expressions. The PEP of the super-symbol
constellation can be expressed as
P(skm

sln )
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P(skm → sln ) = P(||r − skm ||2 > ||r − sln ||2 )
Nr
X
√
pki |bmi |2 − 2R{ri∗ pki bmi } >
=P
i=1
Nr
X

!

√
pli |bni |2 − 2R{ri∗ pli bni } (.21)

i=1

Since for PSK signals we have |bmi | = 1, by rearranging the
terms in the probability expression, eq. (21) can be further
simplified as
P(skm → sln )
Nr
X
√
√
R{ri∗ pli bni } − R{ri∗ pki bmi } >
=P
i=1

PNr

i=1

Since
have

PNr

i=1

pli =

PNr

i=1

pli −
2

PNr

i=1

pki

(19) is dominated by the maximum PEP, the optimum power
ratio should be selected as

αopt = arg min max P(skm → sln ) .
(26)
α

l
sk
m ,sn

To simplify the analysis, we shall treat the errors in the
spatial and classic modulated symbols separately. Accordingly,
for the maximum PEP Pm (skmi → slmi ) in the spatial domain
only, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2: The maximum PEP Pm (skmi → slmi ) for the
spatial symbols in DLT can be expressed as
√ 
√

P2 − P1
f
·
.
(27)
Pm (skmi → slmi ) = Q √
2
N0
Proof: The maximum PEP in the spatial domain involves
the adjacent symbols of different power levels in the supersymbol constellation and can be expressed as

!

pki = 1 and ri =

.
√

(22)
pki bmi + vi we

Pm (skmi → slmi ) = P(||ri − skmi ||2 > ||ri − slmi ||2 )


p
p
= P P1 − 2R{ri∗ P1 bmi } > P2 − 2R{ri∗ P2 bmi } ,
(28)
√
where, using ri = pki bmi + vi we get

P(skm → sln )
Nr
X
Pm (skmi → slmi )
√
√
√

p
=P
R{ pki b∗mi pli bni } + R{vi∗ pli bni } >
= P P1 − 2P1 |bmi |2 − 2R{u∗i P1 bmi }
i=1
!

p
p
Nr
X
2
∗
2
∗√
P
P
|b
|
−
2R{u
P
b
}
>
P
−
2
1
2
m
2
m
2
i
i
i
pki |bmi | + R{vi pki bmi }
 p

p
p
i=1
∗
=
P
2(
P
−
P
)R{u
b
}
>
P
+
P
−
2
P
P
2
1
1
2
1 2
i mi
Nr
X
√ 
√

√
√
R{vi∗ ( pli bni − pki bmi )} >
=P
P1 − P 2
.
(29)
= P −R{u∗i bmi } >
i=1
2
!
Nr
X
√
Similarly to the above proof, we have used the fact that
1−
pki pli R{b∗mi bni } .
(23)
2
|b
= 1, and it can be seen that ψ =
ˆ − R{u∗i bmi } ∈
m
i|
i=1
2
N (0, N0 /f ). Accordingly, for the minimum PEP in the
Let
the
random
variable spatial constellation we have
PNr us ∗ √ define
√
χ=
ˆ i=1 R{vi ( pli bni −
pki bmi )} for which we
√
√ 

2
P2 − P1
have χ ∈ N (0, AN0 /f ) with
k
l
Pm (smi → smi ) = P ψ >
,
(30)
2
PNr
Nr
which leads to (27).
pl |bn |2 + pki |bni |2
1X
A = i=1 i i
=
pli + pki . (24)
The above indicates that the separation between {P1 , P2 }
2
2 i=1
should be maximized for minimizing the errors in the spatial
For the unity transmit power assumed in this paper it can bits, which are dominated by the distance between the pairs
of adjacent
be seen from (24) that A = 1. Accordingly, for the PEP we √
√ symbols having different power levels ds =
P
−
P2 . We therefore define the spatial function fS (α)
1
have
that accounts for the dependence of the spatial errors on α as
!
Nr
X
√
k
l
pki pli R{b∗mi bni } ,
P(sm → sn ) = P χ > 1 −
√
p
p
1− α
i=1
p
P
−
P
=
.
(31)
f
(α)
,
S
1
2
(25)
(Nr − Na )α + Na
2
which, for χ ∈ N (0, N0 /f ), leads to (20).
As regards to the classic modulated symbol errors, it is
known that the PSK error probability is given as [41]
B. Optimum Power Ratio α
As mentioned above, the power ratio α determines the
reliability of detection for the spatial symbol, while the lower
power level P2 dominates the BER performance of the classic
modulated symbols’ detection. As the probability of error in

P(skmi → skni )

= P(||ri − skmi ||2 > ||ri − slni ||2 )
!
r
P2
π
= Q f
log2 (M )sin
. (32)
N0
M
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Fig. 4. Theoretical optimization of α for DLT for a (8 × 4) MIMO with
Na = 2, using (36).

Accordingly, we define the function fM (α) for the dependence
of the modulated symbol error on α as
r
fM (α) ,

P2 log2 (M )sin
r

=

log2 (M )sin

π
M

π
α
·
.(33)
M (Nr − Na )α + Na

The optimization (26) is equivalent to the maximization of
the minimum of these functions
αopt = arg max {min{fS (α), fM (α)}} .
α

(34)

The optimum power scaling ratio is therefore given as
(
√
1− α
p
,
αopt = arg max
α
(Nr − Na )α + Na

r
π
α
log2 (M )sin
·
,(35)
M (Nr − Na )α + Na
which is equivalent to selecting the factor α so that the two
terms in the minimization become equal, which gives
αopt =

1
 .
p
π 2
1 + log2 (M )sin M

(36)

We examine this optimization in Fig. 4 which shows the
functions fs (α), fM (α) when increasing the values of α for
the example of a (8 × 4)-element DLT system with Na = 2,
for M = 4, 8, 16, i.e. QPSK, 8PSK and 16PSK modulation.
The intersections of the lines determine the optimum values
of α. It will be shown in the following that the theoretically
obtained optimal values of α closely match the optimal values
obtained by simulation.
V. C OMPLEXITY AND P OWER E FFICIENCY
A. Complexity
In this section we compare the computational complexity of
SMX, RSM and DLT and use this to carry out a comparison
of the resulting power efficiency of the techniques. Firstly,

Nr
Na



Nχ M

Demodulation

fM(α), 16PSK

0

2Na

Spatial detection

0.3

0

Nr3 + 2Nt Nr

ZF processing

f (α)

0.6

CSM X = Nr3 + Nr (2Nt + M )



Nr
+M
CRSM =
+ 2Nt Nr + Na 2 N
a

Nr
CDLT = Nr3 + Nr (2Nt + M ) + 2Na N
a
Nr3

TABLE II: Complexity for SMX, RSM and the proposed DLT
scheme. Nχ = Na for RSM, Nχ = Nr for DLT

Table II summarizes the computational complexity of each of
the techniques, taking into account the dominant operations at
the transmitter and receiver. We follow the typical assumption
that multiplications and addition require an equal number
of floating point operations. For all three schemes, the ZFTPC employed at the transmitter involves the inversion of the
channel matrix which requires Nr3 + Nt Nr operations, and the
multiplication with the super-symbol vector involving an additional Nt Nr operations. At the receiver all techniques require
a demodulation stage that involves M comparisons for and
M -order modulation, for each antenna receiving information,
that is Nr M for both SMX as well as DLT, and Na M for
RSM. The RSM and DLT require an additional stage for the
detection of the spatial symbol which, from (6) involves Na
complex multiplications and Na complex
additions for each

Nr
antenna combination out of the N
combinations
in total.
a
B. Power Efficiency
As the ultimate metric for evaluating the performancecomplexity tradeoff and the overall usefulness of the proposed
technique, we consider the power efficiency of DLT compared
to SMX and RSM. Following the modeling of [43]-[46] we
define the power efficiency of the communication link as the
bit rate per total transmit power dissipated, i.e. the ratio of the
goodput achieved over the power consumed
E=

T
,
+ Nr · PrRF + pc · C

(37)
PP A + N t ·


where PP A = ηξ − 1 P in Watts is the power dissipated
by the power amplifier to produce the total transmit signal
power P , with η being the power amplifier’s efficiency and ξ
being the modulation-dependent peak to average power ratio
(PAPR). Furthermore, PtRF = Pmix + Pf ilt + PDAC and
PrRF = Pmix + Pf ilt + PADC represent the RF powers
related to the mixers, to the transmit filters, to the digital-toanalog converter (DAC) at the transmitter and to the analogto-digital converter (ADC) at the receiver, which are assumed
to be constant for the purposes of this work. We use practical
values of these from [44] as η = 0.35 and Pmix = 30.3mW,
Pf ilt = 2.5mW, PDAC = 1.6mW, PDAC = 1.3mW yielding
PtRF
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T = βB(1 − PB ) = βB(1 − Pe )B
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SNR=5dB
−1
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BER

PtRF = 34.4mW,PrRF = 34.1mW. In (37), pc in Watts/KOps
is the power per 103 elementary operations (KOps) of the
digital signal processor (DSP) and C is the number of operations involved, taken from Table II, where it is assumed that
the operations shown dominate the digital signal processing
complexity of the link. This term is used for introducing the
complexity as a factor related to the power dissipation in the
power efficiency metric. Typical values of pc include pc =
22.88mW/KOps for the Virtex-4 and pc = 5.76mW/KOps for
the Virtex-5 FPGA family from Xilinx [47]. Finally,
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1

Fig. 5. BER vs. α for a (8 × 4) MIMO with SMX and DLT, QPSK with
Rayleigh fading.
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10
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represents the achieved goodput, where PB is the block error
rate with a block of size B symbols and β is the bandwidth
efficiency of SM in bits per symbol, taken from Table I.
For reference, we have assumed an LTE Type 2 TDD frame
structure [48]. This has a 10ms duration which consists of 10
sub-frames out of which 5 sub-frames, containing 14 symbol
time-slots each, are used for DL transmission yielding a block
size of B = 70 for the DL, while the rest are used for both
uplink (UL) and control information transmission. A slow
fading channel is assumed where the channel remains constant
for the duration of the frame.
The expression in (37) provides an amalgamated metric that
combines goodput, complexity and transmit signal power, all
in a unified metric. High values of E indicate that high bit
rates are achievable for a given power consumption, and thus
denote a high energy efficiency. The following results show
that DLT provides an increased energy efficiency compared to
SMX and RSM in numerous scenarios using different transmit
powers P .

−2

10

16PSK

VI. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
To evaluate the benefits of the proposed technique, this
section presents numerical results based on Monte Carlo
simulations of SMX, RSM and the proposed DLT. The channel
impulse response is assumed to be perfectly known at the
transmitter. Without loss of generality, unless stated otherwise,
we assume that the transmit power is restricted to P = 1.
MIMO systems with up to 8 TAs employing QPSK and 8PSK
modulation are explored, albeit it is plausible that the benefits
of the proposed technique extend to larger scale systems and
higher order modulation.
Remark: It should be noted that the BE improvement shown
in the following could also be obtained by SMX with the aid
of an increased classical modulation order. Accordingly, in the
following we compare the proposed DLT to a) SMX using the
same classical modulation order to illustrate the improved BE
of DLT and b) SMX relying on a higher modulation order to
highlight the improved performance of DLT for an identical
BE.
In Fig. 5 we show the BER as a function of the power
ratio for DLT for the (8 × 4) MIMO system, where the values
of α in the area of 0.25 can be seen to provide the best
performance. This matches well with the theoretically derived
result of Section IV.A and Fig. 4. Similarly, Fig. 6 shows the
BER vs. α performance for higher order modulation 8PSK and

−3

10

0

0.2

0.4
0.6
Power Ratio (α)

0.8

1

Fig. 6. BER vs. α for a (8 × 4) MIMO with DLT, 8PSK and 16PSK with
Rayleigh fading.

16PSK. Again a close match can be seen with the theoretically
derived values for αopt . In Fig. 7 we show the BER with
increasing SNR for the proposed DLT, where the black lines
for Na = 4 represent SMX transmission. The curves show
results for both QPSK and 8PSK. The theoretical upper bound
using (19) is also depicted for both cases, and it can be
observed that it offers a tight bound. Clearly, the DLT scheme
has inferior BER performance compared to SMX due to the
additional spatial streams, but at the benefit of improved BE.
The improved BE of DLT is demonstrated in Fig. 8 where
the goodput with increasing SNR is depicted for the same
(8×4) MIMO scenario. Clearly, DLT provides higher goodput
than SMX for sufficiently high SNR values. To complete our
comparisons, for both scenarios in the figure we also show the
cases where the symbol modulation order used for SMX and
RSM is increased for some of the spatial streams in order to
achieve the same BE values of β = 10 and β = 14 with the
proposed DLT, for QPSK and 8PSK respectively. Clearly, this
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Fig. 7. BER vs. SNR for a (8 × 4) MIMO with SMX and DLT, QPSK and
8PSK with Rayleigh fading.
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Fig. 8. Goodput vs. SNR for a (8×4) MIMO with SMX and DLT, Rayleigh
fading.

has an impact on the SNR requirement of SMX, where it can
be seen that the proposed DLT scheme obtains the maximum
goodput at lower SNR values
The performance comparison is extended to the (10 × 8)
MIMO system in Fig. 9-10. In Fig. 9 we show the BER
as a function of the power ratio for DLT, where the best
performance is provided for α in the range of 0.2 for QPSK
and 0.4 for 8PSK. Fig. 10 shows the goodput with increasing
SNR, where again it can be observed that the DLT provides
better goodput than SMX at higher SNR values. As above, for
both scenarios characterised in the figure we also include the
cases where the symbol modulation order used for SMX and
RSM is increased for some of the spatial streams in order to
achieve the same BE values of β = 19 and β = 27 with the
proposed DLT, for QPSK and 8PSK respectively. Again, it can
be seen that the proposed DLT scheme obtains the maximum
goodput at lower SNR values.
Finally, Figs. 11-12 study the power efficiency of the SMX,
RSM and DLT techniques. Fig. 11 shows the power efficiency

Goodput (bits/frame)

Goodput (bits/frame)

0.8

Fig. 9. BER vs. α for a (10 × 8) MIMO with DLT, QPSK and 8PSK with
Rayleigh fading.
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Fig. 10. Goodput vs. SNR for a (10 × 8) MIMO with SMX and DLT,
Rayleigh fading.

for increasing transmit power, within the region of power
values used in the communication standards for a (10×8) and
a (8 × 4) MIMO. It is assumed here that the noise variance
is σ 2 = 1 to indirectly account for the path loss (and hence
the useful signal power loss) experienced in real transmission.
It can be seen that the proposed DLT scheme outperforms
SMX and RSM in terms of power efficiency for all transmit
power values in both (10 × 8) and (8 × 4) MIMO systems.
The tradeoff between PE and BE is shown in Fig. 12. It can
be seen that DLT offers a more scalable tradeoff with a wider
range of BEs for the power efficiency range, while it is more
power efficient than SMX and RSM in the region of high BEs.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
A dual-layered DL transmission scheme was proposed, that
combines traditional MIMO SMX with RSM. As opposed
to traditional SM where a subset of antennas carry a spatial
stream, here we allow all antennas to carry information, by
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applying SM on the symbol power level domain. This provides
scope for the analytical optimization of the ratio between
the power levels used in the proposed scheme. Both our
simulations and performance analysis show that, by allowing
all antennas to form spatial streams, the proposed scheme
improves the system’s BE and power efficiency compared to
both SMX and SM.
Further work can involve exploring more advanced TPC
schemes for the proposed transmission scheme as well as
exploring the adaptations of the proposed scheme for QAM
and enhancing its robustness to channel state information
errors.
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